Turn Data Chaos into Business Opportunity

With COMPU-DATA and Kodak Alaris
End-to-end document management solutions that help everyone succeed

We’re in the era of Data Chaos: businesses today are dealing with an exponential growth of data. Not only are there still vast amounts of paper documents that need to be converted into business-critical information, there’s also an influx of digital documents coming to you in various formats and from multiple sources.

For over 29 years, COMPU-DATA International (CDI) has helped companies and organizations gain control of their critical data. We specialize in the capture, index, search, and retrieval of data from all sources from within your business. Adding in process automation and integration, as well as data security, rounds out CDI’s core service offerings.

The challenge with managing data today is that so much of it is unstructured. Data is ubiquitous; embedded in countless formats, and found in the chaos that occurs in our day to day communications within an enterprise. It is in our email, our paper documents, our online posts and tweets, our videos, our web pages, our images, our phone calls, and more. In other words, our data is found everywhere except for in neat rows and columns within a database. Just in the last decade, the size and growth of unstructured data has overtaken the volumes of structured data.

That’s where solutions from COMPU-DATA and Kodak Alaris come in. By leveraging our unique partner alliance with Kodak Alaris, CDI offers turnkey solutions for customers to gain efficient access to their information, both structured and unstructured. Our mission is simple: to empower user to access information instantly and without barriers to uncover knowledge through technology.

Information capture: scanners and services

We offer scanners, software and services from Kodak Alaris. In fact, we have so much confidence in our partnership, all our in-house scanners, software and services are from Kodak Alaris, too.

Our approach to data capture?
Keep it simple and empower the user:

- **Easy to use** – our solutions work well with forms, invoices and multiple use documents. You’ll find CDI hardware, software and solutions easy to use and easy to implement.

- **More choices** – do it yourself or we can do the work and host it for you.

- **Fast data extraction** – with CDI you get the right information you need, exactly when you need it.

- **Accurate results** – eliminate errors caused by manual processing. CDI systems respond quickly and accurately in the most demanding of conditions.

- **Automated tagging** – enterprise-level search with consistent, automated meta tags brings accurate, fast search results every time.

What can you expect when working with data capture and forms processing solutions from CDI?

- **Reduced operating costs** – our technology, combined with the industry’s best data capture experts, gives you the maximum amount of savings for the minimum amount of investment.

- **Increased business productivity** – no more hard-to-read paper forms or manual entry of data. You get consistent, automated processes that deliver the information you need, where and when you need it.

- **Improved data quality** – automation means consistent data capture protocols and processes, improving data quality and customer service.

- **Better data security** – in today’s environment, you’re always sure our solutions can meet legislative and insurance company requirements. We protect your data from the moment it’s captured through delivery, regardless of its location.
Automation and integration

Business information is vast and varied: living in emails, letters, invoices, and more. Gaining control of your business processes is a challenge. Manual systems are cumbersome and prone to errors. With our Business Process Automation technology, you will enforce policies and rules automatically. While some solutions only handle certain types of business information, our solutions can effectively deliver across the enterprise.

Our effective BPA solutions offer you:

• **Improved access** – our simple interfaces allow access to all electronic files in the network, regardless of location.

• **Improved consistency** – our capture workflows interface to scanners, copy machines and your PC, capturing everything using one standard.

• **Improved speed** – enterprise level search with consistent, automated metadata generation returns document retrieval results that are quick and accurate.

• **Elimination of errors** – with systems that automate error-prone business processes, you’ll improve bottom line results.

• **More choices** – access your business information in the format best suited to your needs.

**Storage in our Virtual FileRoom™**

With CDI’s Virtual FileRoom™ (VFR™), you can access files anytime, from anywhere. Originally designed for US Government classified data, this platform lets you easily store, search and retrieve files on-demand with a customized interface that’s modular, scalable and Cloud-based for added convenience.

VFR™ is simple and easy to use. It applies the same technology to your own content repositories as major internet search engines. VFR™ will index every file it has access to, and optionally render all supported files to PDF, so your users won’t need the application(s) that created the files in order to view them.

**Document and Device Security**

Worried about file security? We have a solution for that. We provide added security for all files created and stored in the Virtual FileRoom™ to prevent hacking and protect your users’ data. With patent-pending technology, your files will always be encrypted and remain encrypted at rest and in-transit. Viewing files is transparent to the end user and if a device is not authorized, the files cannot be opened. Files remain encrypted (with 256-bit encryption) so you’ll have peace of mind should they fall into the wrong hands.

Bottom line: Your experience with both CDI’s solutions and Alaris’ IN2 Ecosystem will be second to none. Our customers trust us to do the job right the first time, every time. We offer incredible value with unparalleled support so you can count on the right document capture solution for your organization’s unique needs.

An Integrated Approach to Information Capture With Solutions from Kodak Alaris

For decades, Kodak Alaris has been at the forefront of finding new and better ways to digitize information. Their expertise is grounded in proven imaging science and technology excellence – award-winning scanners and software that deliver the most accurate, efficient document capture in the industry.

Given the scale and complexity of data today, businesses need an integrated approach to help capture, process, and share information.

**The Alaris IN2 Ecosystem** provides scanners, software, and professional services delivered by a network of trusted partners dedicated to building the best information capture solution for any business.

With this integrated approach to information capture, solutions from Kodak Alaris provide the:

• **Right Fit**: Solutions to fit your business goals, environment, and budget

• **Right Experience**: Solutions that simplify your work – from acquisition through operation and ownership

• **Right Results**: Solutions that deliver superior business value through fast, accurate, reliable information capture

With COMPU-DATA’s partnership complementing the IN2 Ecosystem, Kodak Alaris and COMPU-DATA International deliver end-to-end solutions to help solve business challenges and enable digital transformation for companies at any scale.
A winning portfolio of products and solutions from Kodak Alaris brought to you by COMPU-DATA

Award-winning Scanners

PRODUCTION

i5250/i5250V  i5650/i5650V  i5650S  i5850  i5850S

i4250  i4650  i4850

i3200/i3250  i3300  i3400/i3450  i3500

DESKTOP

S2050/S2070  S2060w/S2080w  i2420  i2620  i2820  i2900

ScanMate i940  ScanMate i1150  ScanMate i1150WN  i1190/i1190E/i1190WN  Scan Station710/730EX  Picture Saver PS80

Software

• Alaris Capture Pro Software
• Alaris Info Input Solution
• Alaris Info Input Express
• Kodak Asset Management Software

Services

• Professional services
• Managed content services
• Repair and Maintenance services

Want to learn more?
www.cdlac.com
Toll-Free 1-866-836-6067
Email sales@cdlac.com
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